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Data Transport Subsystem: The SFOC Glue

Stephen J. Parr
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California Institute of Technology

4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109

ABSTRACT

The Data Transport Subsystem (DTS) is a core subsystem of SFOC which holds
together the GIFs, TISes, DMDs, DTVs and other SFOC application subsystems
allowing them to operate in a distributed LAN based workstation environment. DTS
does this by providing two primary features. The first feature is transparent local
and remote interprocess communication. The communications interface is identical
between two application subsystem processes whether they’re running in the same
machine or different machines. The second feature is the Logical Name Server,
which makes connections on a name basis without regard to location or network
topology.

With these two features SFOC becomes a distributed system. Processes within a
subsystem can even be distributed to perform load leveling and enhance system
performance. Distribution fosters the use of redundancy and hot backups by
allowing nodes to serve multiple purposes. Distribution allows isolation of mission
telemetry while providing shared use of a common database. It supports the SFOC
goal of off-the-shelf hardware expansion and upgrade.

DTS provides an open-close-send-receive model of interprocess communication. It
offers three types of service: virtual circuit, datagram and broadcast. The virtual
circuit service supplies a full duplex path between communication endpoints and
guarantees data integrity. The datagram service allows many communications
endpoints to send to one endpoint. This is useful for sending status to a central
process. The broadcast service allows a process to send to many receiver endpoints.
This can be used for continuous monitoring of telemetry streams by multiple
processes.



Introduction

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s Space Flight Operation Center (SFOC) (described more
fully elsewhere in this session) is a generic ground data system for interplanetary space
probes. The SFOC subsystems, Ground Interface Facility (GIF), Telemetry Input
Subsystem (TIS), Data Monitor and Display (DMD), Digital TeleVision (DTV) and other
SFOC application subsystems (described more fully elsewhere in this session) use the
Data Transport Subsystem (a SFOC core subsystem) for communication.

DTS is a general purpose International Standards Organization’s (ISO) Open System
Interconnect (OSI) presentation layer which hides the networking details from the
subsystems which use it. In general a SFOC subsystem or application runs on one machine
(some subsystems run on more than one machine and some machines run more than one
subsystem). These applications are running in workstations connected currently with an
ethernet Local Area Network (LAN). In our environment, DTS hides the (LAN)
connections from the applications running in each workstation.

A DTS network connection allows data to be sent in one direction or both directions
between the connected processes. Once a connection is made, data can be sent constantly
or intermittently. The connection will last until it is explicitly broken. If the two connected
processes reside in the same machine then the connection is called a local connection. If
they reside in different machines then the connection is a remote connection. Network
connections are made without an application knowing where the process it is connecting to
resides, or even if the connection is local or remote. This feature of connection without
knowing the other process’ location we refer to as connection transparency.

The communication interface seen by an application is identical, no matter where the
process is located or what other process it is trying to communicate with. This interface is
a part of DTS called the Application Interface (AI).

The part of DTS that allows local or remote connections to be made transparently is called
the Logical Name Server (LNS). LNS makes connections based on a logical name
consisting of a string of ASCII bytes. LNS and other subparts of DTS are more fully
described below.

DTS Services

AI presents applications with an open-close-send-receive model of communication based
on an endpoint. An application process logs in to DTS so that some process level
initialization can occur. The process can then open one or more endpoints. Once an
endpoint is opened, data can be sent or received over that endpoint. The endpoint is closed



when the process is finished with it. When the process is done using DTS services entirely,
it logs out to return DTS resources.

DTS provides Virtual Circuit (VC), Datagram (DG), and Broadcast (BC) services. The
virtual circuit service provides a full duplex connection between endpoints that guarantees
delivery and data integrity. This is a one-to-one service. The datagram service is half
duplex and does not guarantee data delivery. Multiple datagram sender endpoints can send
to one datagram receiver endpoint. The broadcast service also does not guarantee data
delivery. The service is based on a broadcast group, any member of which can send a
message to all other members of the group.

A virtual circuit connection is much like a telephone conversation. If person A talks
(process A sends a message) then person B will hear person A talk (process B receives the
message from process A). Likewise, if person B talks (process B sends a message) then
person A hears (process A receives the message from process B) person B. If neither one
talks for a while the connection still exists so that either one can talk (send) at will.

All three services VC, DG and BC are like that in the sense that once an open has
completed the application can send or receive as much as it wants on the open endpoint.
When the application is finished with the endpoint it closes it.

The datagram service is useful for status recording processes. A good example of this is a
process that counts the number of times a particular event occurs, such as another process
receives a bad record. The process that received the bad record would send the recording
process a datagram message saying what the error was. The recording process would read
the message and determine what counts to increment. Any other process that wants the
recorder to get its status would just have to open a datagram endpoint with the same
logical name. The multi-sender to one receiver datagram model lets any process which
wants to record an event send a message identifying an occurrence of the event to the
event counting process.

Broadcast is a very useful service that allows one to many communication. Telemetry can
be broadcast in real time to multiple processes which can then work on the data in parallel
as it comes in. The segregation into broadcast groups allows multiple broadcast channels
to be active at the same time. A good example of this capability is at station switch over
time. When telemetry is coming in from two ground stations there can be two broadcast
telemetry streams available in two different broadcast groups. An application could listen
to both streams and use the one that it determines has the higher quality data. Likewise,
multiple projects could be using the same LAN with their telemetry being broadcast on
different groups.



DTS Modes of Service

DTS provides three modes of service: Wait mode, Non-Suspending mode and
Asynchronous (or async) mode. One of these modes must be specified for each of the
open, close, send and receive services requested.

Wait mode calls do not complete until the requested action has taken place, or it has been
determined not to be able to take place. A wait mode open will not complete until both
sides have requested an open and LNS (described below) has done its part. A wait mode
send will complete when the message has been copied from the application. The wait
mode service allows an application to explicitly wait for a call it makes to complete. Wait
mode closely corresponds with TCP/IP wait mode. A TCP/IP send call will not complete
unless the message has been sent out (or at least copied out of the user’s buffer).

Non-suspending calls must be able to complete immediately or they will fail. A non-
suspending open will always fail because LNS must get control to complete the open. A
non-suspending send will succeed if the message can be copied from the application
immediately. If the call cannot complete immediately then it will fail. The non-suspending
service guarantees the application that it will only have to wait for service for the exact
time it takes to provide the service. If DTS isn’t ready to provide the service then the call
fails and the application doesn’t waste time. Non-suspending is similar to TCP/IP non-
blocking mode where a call will fail if it would have to wait to successfully complete.

TCP/IP does not provide an asynchronous service, so async is entirely implemented by
DTS. Asynchronous calls immediately return an async id, although this does not mean that
the call has completed. DTS has calls with which to check the status of async calls. A
check async call can be made later to see if the call has completed. The asynchronous
service allows an application to post a request for service and then check on it from time to
time to see if the request completed.

The general purpose asynchronous service that DTS provides on top of the services that
TCP/IP offers is very useful. It can be used whenever a number of fairly rare events should
be handled equally. For example, reading from four endpoints that might each only get a
message once every hundred seconds is perfect for async handling. The application would
perform an asynchronous read on each of the endpoints, then would periodically check to
see if any of the async events completed. When a read completes the application can
repost the read, process the read message and start checking for asynchronous completions
again.

This has the advantage over wait mode that since the messages can come in randomly the
application is not waiting on one endpoint while messages are coming in on another. It has



the advantage over non-suspending that only one read is performed for each message read.
This minimizes the amount of processing performed to read in a message. A general
purpose asynchronous service has many more applications beyond the above example.

DTS Software Architecture

DTS consists of several subparts which separate function and minimize portability
concerns. The major subparts of DTS are the Application Interface (AI), Endpoint Control
(EC), the DTS Pseudo Driver, Logical Name Server (LNS) and Network Interface (NI).

These subparts can be classified into a library, a process and a driver. The AI library is
linked to by the application process. The Dtstask process contains EC, LNS and NI. The
pseudo driver helps communication between AI and EC.

The Applications Interface (AI), as mentioned above, is a library of routines which are
included by application subsystems. If AI calls are modified, then application subsystems
that use DTS must recompile to reflect the changes.

The Network Interface (NI) contains all of the system dependent code for a specific
network protocol. For instance, our current implementation is built on the Berkeley Unix
socket paradigm. If we changed to another paradigm or protocol then the changes to DTS
would be limited to NI.

The Endpoint Control (EC) acts like a switchboard operator. It switches the messages
from the AI to the NI. It keeps track of what physical resources on the NI level should be
represented as virtual resources on the AI level. For example, in our current system there is
only one physical broadcast channel that is virtually broken up into as many broadcast
groups as are needed on the AI level.

AI and EC communicate via a shared memory region. AI control structures reside in the
shared memory and messages are sent through it. An application writes a message, through
the AI send call, directly into shared memory. EC sends the message from shared memory
out onto the network. This mechanism is used to minimize the number of buffer copies.

The pseudo driver is installed as a kernel device driver and it handles the signaling
between AI and EC.

The Logical Name Server (LNS), described more fully below, makes process to process
connections by logical name and provides DTS with its local or remote connection
transparency.



Logical Name Server

The Logical Name Server (LNS) portion of DTS provides connection transparency.
Endpoints are referred to in the open call by a logical name, which consists of a string of
ASCII bytes. “fred”, for instance, is a valid logical name.

The establishment of a virtual circuit connection provides a good example of how LNS
works. There is an initial asymmetry in establishing a VC connection that disappears once
the connection is established. One side is passive the other active.

The passive side makes a dts_open_vc_namer call passing in a logical name “fred” as a
parameter to the open call. This causes LNS on the passive side to insert the logical name
‘fred” into its local logical name cache.

The active side makes a dts_open_vc_connector call also passing in the logical name
“fred” as a parameter to the open call. This causes LNS on the active side to first check its
local logical name cache. If “fred” is in the cache then some application on this node wants
to make a virtual circuit connection. Since both ends of the connection reside in the same
node the connection will be a local connection. LNS makes the local connection.

If “fred” is not in the local cache then LNS broadcasts to the network asking all of the
other logical name servers if they know who “fred” is. This is called a logical name query.
Every other LNS on the network receives the logical name query for logical name “fred”
and checks to see if it has an entry ‘fred” in its local logical name cache. If it does then it
sends a response back to the querier saying “I know where fred is. Use this address to talk
to him.” The passive side then waits at the address it just gave to “fred” for a connection
attempt from the active side.

If the active side gets a response then it tries to connect to the address sent to it in the
response. If no response comes back to the vc connector side then it waits a few seconds
and rebroadcasts the query. When the connection completes the open is done.

How DTS Works

For an application process to use DTS services it must be linked to the AI library. Each
process that logs in to DTS (by calling the AI library dts_login( ) call) gets a process
control block created for it in shared memory. Every time an endpoint is successfully
opened (by calling the AI library dts_open( ) call) an endpoint control block is created in
shared memory and pointed to by the opening process’ process control block.



Each endpoint control block has a buffer queue associated with it. When a message is sent
by an application it is broken up by AI into buffers of an optimal length for sending out
onto the network. The buffers are then queued on the endpoint control block’s buffer
queue.

When AIl has a message to send on a previously empty queue then it uses the pseudo
driver to signal EC to look at this queue. EC puts this endpoint into an internal prioritized
list of active endpoints to scan through regularly to see if any messages are ready to be
sent. If AI sends several messages in quick succession then only one signal will be sent to
EC. EC will queue the signaling endpoint and remove messages until the queue is empty.
AI can insert messages before EC has read the last message.

If AI fills a buffer queue, then EC must signal AI through the pseudo driver when a
message has been removed, so that AI knows it can start putting more messages into the
queue.

EC has an internal data structure, called an ec endpoint, associated with each endpoint
control block. While the endpoint control block resides in shared memory and is accessible
by both AI and EC, the ec endpoint structure is located in dtstask local memory and is
accessible only by EC.

An ec endpoint structure contains pointers to functions to handle opens, closes, sends and
receives. These functions are assigned at open time when EC determines if the open being
requested is for a Virtual Circuit, Datagram or Broadcast. Each of these services has a
different set of EC internal routines to handle them. This design allows for the same data
structure (ec endpoint structure) to be used for all three services. To add another service, a
new set of open, close, send and receive routines would have to be written for the new
service, but the structures and design philosophy would remain intact.

Distributed SFOC

The DTS feature of a single interface, whether the communicating application processes
are in the same or different machines, coupled with the logical name server feature, make
SFOC a flexible distributed system. The single interface allows a subsystem to be moved
from one machine to another with out change. This gives a capability of much more
dynamic relocation of subsystems then would be allowed by a system more tightly coupled
by communication constraints.

Within a multi-process subsystem communicating through DTS, individual processes can
be moved to different machines without a negative communications interface impact. This
distribution capability allows for load leveling to enhance system performance at the



subsystem and process within a subsystem level. These services can be used to provide
redundancy and hot backups at the subsystem or process within a subsystem level. Two
different missions can have separate telemetry machines yet still share the same data base.
If a particular process or subsystem is discovered to be a bottleneck fairly late in
adaptation it can be switched to a faster machine. Perhaps most importantly, DTS supports
the SFOC goal of off the shelf hardware expansion or upgrade.

The Once and Future SFOC

In our current setup we have an ethernet LAN at JPL, in Pasadena and an ethernet LAN at
Martin Marietta, in Denver. These two LANS are connected by an OSI level three
gateway (level three is the inter-network router in TCP/IP terms). DTS, through the
Logical Name Server, makes these two LANS and gateways into one logical network.

Potentially, in the future each flight project might be on its own LAN. The ethernet could
even be replaced with a fiber optic backbone. DTS provides the network services for
SFOC that allow SFOC to be loosely coupled and easily upgraded to higher performance
networking when it becomes available.

Conclusion

DTS is a presentation level network interface that currently packages TCP/IP. DTS is a
general use network package that should fit in very well with a non-SFOC network based
project in a Unix environment that wants to have its software outlive the current generation
of workstation hardware that its being developed on. SFOC has plans for a 20 year
software life cycle.

DTS provides an open-close-send-receive model of network communication. It provides
Virtual Circuit, Datagram and Broadcast services in Wait, Non-suspending and
Asynchronous modes.

DTS provides a general purpose asynchronous service on top of the services that TCP/IP
offers.

The DTS Logical Name Server allows connections to be made between processes that do
not know what machine they are running in or what machine the process they want to talk
to is running in.

In short, DTS is a robust general network interface system.
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